
IT at the 
service of 
Healthcare



THE TECHNOLOGICAL SIDE OF GOOD HEALTHCARE.

Performance, efficiency, streamlined resources. These are the keywords that 

have increasingly become a mantra for companies, which every day have to face the 

challenges posed by the market and its constant evolution.

 

Here at Onit Group we know that health authorities can no longer avoid following 

paths focusing on process efficiency, whilst still remaining well-centred on their core 

value: treating patients, which comes before anything else.

A particular balance that requires equally particular attention.

This is why Onit, right from its inception, devoted its efforts to creating specific 

software solutions and tools to maintain this balance between process efficiency and 

focus on patients in order to support hospitals and healthcare facilities in their path 

towards improvement, and in any case with good healthcare as the focal point.

CARE FOR SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR THOSE PROVIDING CARE.

Its 20 years’ experience in this sector now enables Onit Group to present itself as 

an ideal technological partner for hospitals and health authorities, both in Italy and 

abroad providing them with digital tools to manage complex processes, offering them 

solutions to meet current needs and anticipate new ones.

The evolution of this process has led Onit to develop a unique and comprehensive 

software suite, in which applications and a series of integrated devices and 

technological systems work in synergy to meet any requirement a company may have.

EXPERIENCE, 
CARE AND 
INNOVATION

SINCE 2001, ONIT GROUP 

HAS BEEN OPERATING 

IN ICT AND CONSULTING 

AIMED AT MANAGEMENT 

AND PROCESS 

MANAGEMENT WITH 

DEDICATION, COURAGE 

AND ENTHUSIASM.



SOFTWARE FOR 
HEALTHCARE

Online booking services, mobile applications for doctors and patients, ADT to 

manage admissions, organising operating theatres, performing maintenance on medical 

equipment, as well as controlling warehouse and business analytics tools. 

These are the areas that can be covered by Klinika’s features, which have been designed 

to help improve work in hospitals, making sure that healthcare goes from being good to 

excellent..

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND SIMPLICITY.

Onit Group’s solutions, developed on a shared application framework, can be 

integrated with third-party software (RIS, LIS, PACS) according to international 

standards for application cooperation (SOA, HL7). 

The software, which are also available in cloud mode, are developed with cutting-

edge technology and can be used on interactive touch-screen consoles and mobile 

devices (e.g. Smartphones, tablets, etc.). Klinika can adapt to any technological and 

organisational setting.

The support provided by Onit Group’s project managers – as well as its customer 

care service available to customers 

24/7 – is crucial. These are 

professionals who are able to analyse 

the medical facility and its processes, 

as well as suggest the most effective 

solution for projects, including 

international ones. 

OPTIMAL HEALTHCARE FACILITY MANAGEMENT MEETS QUALITY PATIENT 

EXPERIENCE.

Shorter times, lower costs, streamlined resources and dematerialisation: these are 

the management benefits brought by Onit’s software, which in turn help achieve the main 

aim of every healthcare facility: offering a quality experience for patients.

On the whole, the solutions offered by the Onit Group cover all the aspects related 

to the management of a healthcare facility and its activities: from booking a visit to 

managing a treatment plan for in-patients, up to maintenance on machinery and 

warehouse management.

FOR HEALTHCARE THAT IS FAR MORE THAN GOOD.

Onit Group presents itself as a partner to design and streamline processes for 

hospitals, clinics and health authorities both in Italy and abroad. It does so through a 

series of solutions that can be adapted to the context and specific needs of facilities.  

As in the case of the Klinika software platform: with its features is able to make sure 

that the entire course of treatment for patients is managed more efficiently. This makes 

work easier for doctors, as well as for technical and admin personnel.

MAIN BENEFITS

 X Shorter waiting lists for patients

 X More management control thanks to data and reports

 X Lower management costs 

 X Digitised processes

 X Less waste and fewer errors

Operating theater

Digital efficiency 
meets surgical 

precision

Management control

 The medical facility 
remains under 
observation

Mobile services

Good healthcare is 
always just a click away 

on your smartphone

Booking system

When the online 
booking system 
meets efficiency

Electronic medical record

To follow the patient’s 
treatment plan every 

step of the way

ADT

There are no 
waiting lists for 
good healthcare

Clinical engineering

To manage health and ensure 
machinery and equipment 

remain in good working order

Healthcare warehouse

Healthcare can 
now stock up on 

efficiency

KLINIKA’S 
AREAS OF 
APPLICATION



ALWAYS RIGHT BY YOUR SIDE.

The benefit of choosing Onit Group goes far beyond the certainty of having 

functional and efficient software.

As a technological partner, Onit Group supports hospitals to constantly improve and 

provides its expertise and experience also in its capacity as a consultant for services 

with high added value in the field of healthcare processes.

Business Analytics has a decisive role in this regard. This is why Onit offers its 

customers a team specialised in Data Warehouse projects and services, tools for 

management control (Budgeting and Planning) and management control (KPIs and 

Management Dashboards), supported by artificial intelligence expertise adapted to the 

use of machine learning and neural networks. 

This is all aimed at managing data quality to support decision-making processes.

Cybersecurity, physical or virtualised ICT infrastructure, space connectivity... there 

are many aspects that Onit Group can follow to create a comprehensive digitisation 

project able to fully develop hospitals’ potential and thanks to which future strategies 

and new services for patients can be defined, too.

STRATEGIC 
CONSULTANCY

 X 24/7 customer care to support your company on the path towards efficiency

 X Healthcare Consulting to analyse and improve healthcare processes

 X Business Analytics consultants for data quality management to support decision-
making processes

 X IT systems and data protected thanks to a security operations centre

 X Consultancy for privacy policies and GDPR

 X Design of business continuity solutions to protect IT performance  

 X Design and implementation of virtualised private cloud infrastructure for greater 
security and accessibility

NEVER STOP WATERING A PLANT.

The R&D team plays a crucial role in Onit’s strategy. It aims at providing company 

departments and customers with innovative hardware and software solutions.

The prototyping laboratory enables us to test innovative solutions to verify their 

soundness and practicality for the market and allow access through the Proof-Of-

Concept (PoC) tool that sets a price ceiling on investments for customers.

Onit’s R&D, which enabled it to design various patented solutions, also relies on 

close partnerships with the world of research and academia both in Italy and Europe 

–thanks to the contribution of Horizon Europe as well, which will drive the development 

of successful solutions and ideas.

QUALITY YOU CAN RELY ON.

Onit works every day to improve itself, as well as its services and products, as 

recognised by the ISO 27001 and ISO 9001 certifications.

ISO 27001 is an international standard that, together with extensions 27017 and 

27018, defines the requirements for setting up and managing an information security 

management system, even in cloud-based environments.

The ISO 9001 quality management system certifies the conformity of the design 

and manufacturing process of Onit products.

This was made possible also thanks to the work of Onit’s project managers, who 

have the Project Management Professional (PMP) certification. This gives them 

international recognition for their experience and expertise in leading project teams.

Onit has also been certified as an innovative PMI, a recognition testifying to the 

company’s propensity to look to the future and its commitment to being among the 

driving players in Italy’s continual improvement process.

R&D

OUR 
CERTIFICATIONS
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